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Imaze– 2008: The Mega Technical Event
Imaze 2008 was a mega technical event, jointly organized by GCET, BVM and ADIT,
under the auspices of Charutar Vidya Mandal during 11-13th April 2008. The Imaze08 was inaugurated on the morning of 11th April in the august presence of Dr. C L
Patel, Honorable Chairman CVM and Dr. N.D Jotwani, Professor DAIICT in the
newly built auditorium of GCET. In his presidential address Dr. Patel inspired all the
student participants to explore the new ideas and innovative pursuits for the cause of
science and technology. Dr. N D Jotwani explained how the new ideas and concepts
developed over the years and how simple observations could lead to the great discoveries. The three day technical programmne witnessed a whopping 81 events, where
more than 400 participants from 25 different colleges of Gujarat participated. More
than 75 technical papers were presented in all branches; total number of poster preIn this issue
sented was also more than 60. There were several kiosks for industrial exhibition
from HTRI, IDMC, Energy Machine, Fine Cast and IFFCO and in addition there was
presentation from Reliance and a movie show on Global warming. There were live Highlights of Imaze 08
2
food counters for students. The events were widely publicized in FM radio and it got
ample coverage in newspapers.
2
World Earth Day

The three day technical events ended with a valedictory programme on the afternoon
of 13th April. Prin. R C Desai was the Chief Guest in the session and Dr. S N Patel, Papers Published
Hon Secretary CVM was the president of the programme. Both Prin. Desai and Dr.
Patel in their speeches congratulated the winners and participants of the events. It Placement update
was followed by prize distribution ceremony.
Imaze 2008 was a grand success for GCET. It was only possible because of the gener- Workshop on Safety
ous support from the CVM and the Honourable Chairman Dr. C L Patel sir and constant efforts by all the student coordinators. The organizing committee received a few STTP organized
compliments from several personalities, who congratulated the organizers for the
tremendous success of Imaze 2008.
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Editorial Jottings
Like every year a new batch of alumni are ready to spread their wings in the new horizon with a
nostalgic memory of GCET. They will be entering in a new world, a world of research, business,
money, and profession. Alumni may feel relieved that this new world is at least free of scolding of
teachers or painful assignments. The question may come to the mind of alumni time and again as
to what GCET has given them in preparing for the new world? A good degree? A smart job? It
was perhaps a lot more than these. Possibly it was a mixed bag of experiences, which had silently
transformed them from students to responsible persons. In this priceless moment GCET TALK takes the opportunity to
wholeheartedly welcome our new batch of would be alumni and conveys best wishes to them for a successful life. Wish
you all a happy time ahead!!
This Newsletter is timed with rainy season and induction of new students to the GCET family. GCETians of all hues
heartily welcome them with spread out hands. For us it has been both very engaging and rewarding experience. We have
also added a flurry of new items in this edition which we believe, you will surely enjoy. Whatever, like it or not, please do
not forget to give us your feedback. We all look forward to receive them. Before I sign off, I implore you all alumni to promote and participate in alumni activities.
Dr. Kaushik Nath
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STTP on Advanced Network
Technology
Information technology Department
organized
three day STTP on
‘Advanced Network Technology with
Linux, Windows & Mikrotik’ during
12-14th June 2008. The STTP was
sponsored by Gujarat Council on Science and Technology (GUJCOST). Mr
Devegen Agravat and Mr. Nikhil Gondaliya were the coordinators of the
workshop.

Inplant Summer Training
48 Students of third level Chemical
Engineering undertook their in plant
summer training during May-June
2008. They were placed in various
reputed public and private sector
companies like IOCL, GACL, ONGC,
Reliance, Essar, Nirma and many
more.

IN-HOUSE HAPPENINGS...
GCET Celebrates World Earth Day
Each year, the April 22 Earth Day marks the an anniversary of the birth of the modern environmental
movement in 1970. CEFEA (Chemical Engineers’ Forum for Environmental Awareness), Department of
Chemical Engineering, celebrated The World Earth
Day on 22nd April, 2008. As a part of the programme
there were Cleanliness Drive, poster competition and
Debate
Competition
(Mock
Parliament)
on
Book Published
“Industrialization has Fuelled More Pains than Pleasures”. The event evoked lot of enthusiasm among the Dr. Kaushik Nath, Head
student fraternity of GCET.
of Chemical Engineering
Department has pubHonor Board
lished
a book
on
Prof. H B Soni became Technical Program
“Membrane Separation
Committee (TPC) member at 3rd International
Processes” ISBN- 978-81conference on digital communication (ICDT203-3532-5, from Pren08) to be held at Romania in August 08.
tice Hall of India.

Imaze 2008: Some highlights
The most salient feature of Imaze 2008 was that it was conceptualized, designed and finally executed and organized by
the students under the guidance of the faculty members. The whole team of event management worked with superb professional excellence. This indeed indicates the level of managerial skills of the young budding engineers. There were a
total of 81 events in three days.
This three day event has offered an opportunity to students to bring out their creativity and scientific, technical and analytical aptitudes by the way of presenting technical papers, posters, making models, process and product development,
on line poster making, New fuel development, energy conversion, quiz, kalakruti, Programming, debugging, making robots, electronic circuit development, Drag on, get-set-go, marathon race, Junkyard wars, Chem-Burneto, crane hoist,
optimization, automania workshop, CAD arena, cyber hunt, windows maze, on the spot events, glider show, hardwiring,
treasure hunt and many more. There was also entrepreneur ship event, seminar on corporate etiquette, bulls and bears
events, business bazigar and so on. In addition there was ad show, and different hub activities. Almost all the events
were extraordinary with respect to their thematic concept, their nomenclature, poster, publicity, participation, overall
presentation, execution and finally the huge amount of enthusiasm.
Bulls and bears is a simulation of the existing stock market. One will get the right exposure one needs to become the wizard of the stock market. Invest and learn was the motto of this event. In one event named marathon, the participants had
to search out the gears and fix them into the proper shafts. At the end, they were required to run this gear train to qualify
for the successive rounds. Automania workshop was based on dismantling of bikes and the anatomy of automobiles; conducted by the industrial experts. In drag-on event the cars were run through a remote control. In another event, named
contraption the different forms of energies of the world were used to perform a task. Here the participants performed a
simple task, like pushing a ball to move, within 10 steps and 5 energy conversions. Voltaic Epitome event was to design a
working model on renewable sources of energy or any power saving application. Bumpy gyrations event challenges you
to battle it out with cryptic faulty circuits, track down the vital electrical elements and bring them back on track. Junk
yards war was all about the making best from the waste. In one event called CHEM-AQUATISCH the participants designed and constructed several devices that can filter the maximum amount of waste water in a given time. One of the
events that pulled maximum crowd and curiosity was the chemo car event where students designed their car and chemicals to drive them along a track. The event evoked lot of enjoyment among the large number of students.
If we go deep into the genesis of the events it appears that Most of the events actually points to the sensitivity of our students’ mind towards some Global concerns, be it a fuel concern, whether these are energy crisis, searching for new
sources of energy, energy conversion, water conservation, water purification, convergence of energy to perform a task,
Global warming, so on and so forth.
Blood Donation: A blood donation camp was organized on the second day of the event. Total 130 bottles of blood were
collected.
Cultural Evenings: During all three days in the evenings there were cultural performances by the students of GCET, BVM and
ADIT. All the evenings were colorful and pleasant with the western, classical and folk dance, music, skits, comedy play, ad enactment
and many more presentations from all three colleges.
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Campus at a Glance

P L AC E M E N T U P DAT E

2008-09 (Till June 2008)

Campus at a Glance
2007-08 (Till June 2008)
Branch

IT
EC
ME
MC
CP
EE
CH
Total

Branch

Number of Students Recruited

IT

08
19

Number of Students Recruited

24
42
41
23
29
41
24
224

EC
ME

19
13

MC
CP
EE

19
05

CH

07

Total

90

STTP on “Real Time Application Development
EC department organized an ISTE sponsored one week STTP on “Real
Time Application Development Using DSP-P & FPGA” during 2nd – 7th June
2008. 32 participants from various colleges across and around Gujarat have
participated. Eminent speakers from renowned organizations like IITKharagpur, DA-IICT, MSU, Texas Instruments, ISRO, E-infochip, Sibridge etc
have delivered expert talks during the programme. Prof. M. Chakraborty (IITKharagpur) was the Chief Guest and key note speaker of the inaugural session. Overall, the STTP was a huge success thanks to the collective efforts of
coordinator Prof. Mehul Shah and team!

Papers Published, Presented
•

Dr. Motilal Panigrahi (Maths Department) published a paper on “Convex
Fuzzy Mapping with Differentiability
and its Application in Fuzzy Optimization”, in International Journal of
European Journal of Operations Research, Jan 2008.

•

Ms Snehal Popli, ,(Civil Department)one paper accepted on “Smart Structures – Pre Engineering Buildings” in
an international Conference on Innovative & Smart Structural Systems for
Sustainable Habitat held at
Coimbtore Institute of Technology,
Coimbatore from 3 – 5 Jan, 2008.

•

Prof. Khadeeja Priyan, ,(Civil Department)
presented a paper on
“Statistical Analysis of Hydrologic
Data: A study of Meghal River Basin”
at National Conference on Hydrulics
and Water Resources on Dec 2122,2007 organised by Sardar Vallabhbhai National Institute of Technology, Surat and Indian Society for
Hydraulics.

•

Prof. Rahul Kher’s paper titled
“Performance Analysis using various
constituent wavelets for contextual
compression of ultrasound medical
images” has been accepted at an international conference on Image Processing, Computer vision and Pattern
Recognition to be organized during
14th-17th July, 2008 at Las Vegas,
USA.

Course on Safety in Laboratories
The awareness of safety and health among the
technical staff and laboratory assistants in the engineering laboratories is of paramount importance.
Keeping this in mind, Department of Chemical
Engineering and GCET ISTE staff Chapter organized a course on “Safety in Laboratories” for the
technical staffs and laboratory assistants of all disciplines on 5th April 2008. About 30 technical
staffs and laboratory assistants from various departments participated in the programme. The
topics covered in this course were relevant for all work places like Chemical, Mechanical & Electrical safety. It included information concerning safe laboratory
practices, the use of personal protective equipment, emergency procedures, use
and storage of chemical and proper methods of waste disposal. Mrs. Tejal M Patel,
lecturer Chemical Engineering Department was the coordinator of the course.

•

•

Ms. Amee Thaker,(Civil Department)
published a paper on
“Morphometric Analisys and Prioritization of Miniwatersheds in Mohr
watershed, Gujarat using Remote Sensing and GIS Techniques” in the
Journal “Journal of The Indian Society of Remote Sensing”, Vol No35 No
4, 2007, 313 – 321.
Prof. Himanshu Soni’s paper titled “Performance Analysis of multiuser
TS-UWB system with orthogonal and nonorthogonal code under synchronous & asynchronous transmission” has been accepted at 4th International conference on Wireless and Mobile Communication to be organized during 27th July to 1st August 2008 at Athens, Greece.
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Department Focus
Department of Chemical Engineering
Mr. Girish Vegad, Lecturer
Chemical Engineering attended
one week STTP on ‘Application
of Simulators in Chemical Engineering’ at NIT, Warangal
during 2-7th June 2008.

•

Mr. D V Kapatel, Mr. Girish
Vegad and Mrs. Sejal M Patel
attended three day course on
‘Simulation and Modelling in
Process Industries organized by
Petroleum Federation of India
at Gujarat Refinery, IPCL,
Baroda during 28th-30th May
2008.

GCET on the web
http://www.gcet.ac.in

Department

A call to Our Alumni
It is a matter of pride for all of us in GCET that today many of •
our alumni are holding respectable positions in their own field of
work, both in India and abroad. WE hope, they will continue to
inspire new generation of students here. It is heartening to note
that even in this age of excessive commitments and little sparable
time, there are so many people who are still so enthusiastic about
their Alma mater. GCET TALK calls upon all Alumni of
GCET: please connect with each other and observe the changes
it makes to your life and career. Please develop a strong network
of alumni interaction, further the cause of GCET, wherever you •
are and whatever way it is possible.
ABOUT GCET TALK
eDitorial Board

Mr. R.C.Sanghvi (Maths Department) attended One Day
Symposium on “Adaptive Signal Processing” organized by
EC Department, ISTE Staff
Chapter, GCET on 1/03/2008.

•

Prof. Vatsal N. Patel, Prof. K. R.
Trivedi, Ms Snehal Popli & Ms.
Nagina Singhal (Civil Department) attended one week Short
Term Training Programme on
“Earthquake – Behavior, System & Design” organized by
BBIT, V. V. Nagar during 9-14th
June, 2008.

Mechatronics
Department of Electrical Engineering

Mr. Vedang D Chauhan and
Mr. Ajay M. Patel attended
STTP on “Advances in CAM”,
organized by SVNIT, Surat,
during 23-27th June, 2008.

•

Prof.S.B.Patel, Prof.Hardik
Pathak & Mr. .Nilesh.S.Modi
have attended a one day workshop on” Recent advances in
power system” at ADIT on 4th
April 2008.

•

Mr. Nilesh.S.Modi has been
elected as secretary Joint chapter of IA, IE, PE, IEEE Gujarat
section.

•

Mr.Bhavesh.R.Hindocha has
presented two papers at National
Conference on “Computational
intelligence in power apparatus &
system“at SRM university,
Tamilnadu.

Science News Corner •

P ro f .A ks ha y .J .M eh ta &
Prof.Deepak.M.Fulwani have
presented a paper on “Sliding
mode control on nonlinear system “at a workshop on” nonlinear & variable structure control” at ADIT.

Prof. Sanket Bhavsar and Prof.
Anand Joshi attended a summer school on “MICRO MACHINING”, organized by IITBombay.
Mr. Saurin M. Sheth coordinated a workshop based on
“Relay Circuit” jointly organized by Prarambh-The project
Club & ISTE Students Chapter,
GCET on 5th April, 2008.

World leaders have agreed to
set a global target of cutting
carbon emissions by at least
50% by 2050 in an effort to
tackle global warming.

•

The smallest planet in the Solar System has become even
smaller, studies by the Messenger spacecraft have shown.
(Data from a flyby of Mercury
in January 2008 show the
planet has contracted by more
than one mile (1.5km) in diameter over its history. Scientists believe the shrinkage is
due to the planet's core slowly
cooling.

•

(Source: BBC Online news)

Kumarpal Trivedi
Rajesh Sanghvi
Mehul Shah
Student Committee
Prajyot Bhambhani
Jahnavi Nakka Pratik Thoria, Ali Asgar, Hardik
Shukla
Published by Dr. Kaushik Nath, on behalf of the G H Patel College of Engineering & Technology, V V Nagar. Logo by Shireen
Mistry.
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•

Engineering

Two day workshop on ‘Drying and dehydra- •
tion in Food and Chemical Industries—Recent
Advances” on 19-20 July 2008. The workshop
will be jointly organized by Chemical Engineering Department , GCET, and Food Processing
Technology Department, ADIT. The target audi- •
ence for the workshop is the final year students.

Dr. Kaushik Nath (Convener)

Structural Engineering

•

Any GCETian can contact Principal directly at
principal@gcet.ac.in

Event Alert

Department of Civil &

•

Mr.Bhavesh.R.Hindocha organized a workshop on” Relay
circuit “at GCET on 5th April
2008 jointly organized by Prarambh & ISTE student chapter
GCET.

